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MUSEUM…  
AND WHAT NEXT? 
Piotr Majewski

The present reflection coincided with the time that had nei-
ther been predicted nor had been predictable, namely the 
era of pandemic infringing not only on societies’ health, but 
also the wellbeing of museums, their social relations, cul-
tural contexts, institutional priorities.

On the unexpected developments  
in planning
The online Cambridge Dictionary points to two meanings 
of the verb anticipate. In the first, it means to imagine or 
expect that something will happen, with the second focus-
ing on taking action in preparation for something that you 
think will happen.1 Planning as an element proper to man-
aging culture and also the institutions that take care of its 
long lasting, in practice contain both meanings, as well as 
the element of accepting certain views on some future de-
velopments without necessary proof.

Long ago did museum stop being the temple of art visi-
ted by few connoisseurs who in solitude and silence per-
form lofty acts in honour of artists and masterpieces,2 wrote 
Krzysztof Pomian in one of his most inspiring forecasts for 
the functioning of museums, pointing at the same time to 
the fact that the future of museums consists in the increase 
of their number and a stronger focus on the needs of the 
general public. The catalyst for this statistically verifiable 
trend was to be found in globalization and the populari-
zing of organizational and artistic models that accompanied 
it, originally exclusively proper to European civilization, ef-
fectively supported by ICT development on a mass scale.3  
Another durable phenomenon in the prospect of the deve-
lopment of museum institutions was also the consolidation 
of their social and economic position, meaning the final end 
to its role of the recipient of money coming from the state 
budget or from private donors, in both cases regarded as  
a donation towards higher values, replacing it with that of 
a donor who supplies economy with resources which can be 
to a substantial degree transformed into goods and become 
a source of profit, if only in the form of investment into new 
museum buildings, yielding a return over a relatively brief 
period of time in the form of revenue the town or state re-
ceive, additionally boosted thanks to the growth of service 
providers benefitting from a larger number of tourists attrac-
ted by a renovated museum. When outlining this forecast, 
the author did not forget about the ‘incantation’ expressed 
in similar contexts that while searching for means and ways 

of addressing mass public, care should be taken not to cross 
the line that separates and should continue separating mu-
seum as a cultural institution from an entertainment busi-
ness enterprise.4  

When summing up his view of the future, Krzysztof 
Pomian expressed optimism awaited by the majority of the 
museum circles with the words that museum has become an 
institution without which it is impossible to imagine today’s 
world, adding that the situation will remain unchanged in 
the future,5  not determining, however, what that museum 
will be, and where the limits  of ‘museality’ will be marked 
out. The following were the key words of his conclusion: If, 
however, nothing essentially changes in the world, the ten-
dencies present for several decades now will prevail.6

Meanwhile, something has changed in the world.

Is it appropriate to manage culture and 
should it be done?
The very phrase ‘managing culture’ contains a contradiction 
resulting from a more or less justified mistrust, presumption 
that those who want to manage culture will interfere, even 
if they are entitled to do so, since they are legitimized be-
ing a democratically elected authority, that is both the au-
thority of the patron and sponsor, the master of the budget 
and taste. 

As said by Teodor Adorno in one of his classical publica-
tions dedicated to administering culture, namely something 
that seemingly cannot be administered: Culture suffers da-
mage when it is planned and administered, when it is left 
to itself, however, everything cultural threatens not only to 
lose its possibility to effect, but its very existence as well.7 

The popular argument that the material basis for productive 
spirit has always been precarious and that better things will 
make their way by virtue of their own power is nothing but 
an edifying gingerbread slogan.8  Life experience suggests 
that letting culture and its institutions be ruled exclusively 
by the market and its ‘free hands’ eliminates all the limits of 
the cultural. Similarly, as according to Gresham-Copernicus’ 
law bad money drives good money out, music that requires 
composing skills shall never win in popularity with amate-
ur ways of putting sounds together. Paradoxically, in mass 
society culture can find right to existence only thanks to 
the administration it happens to oppose by its very nature.9  
Adorno adds that only cultural policy which does not conceive 
of the concept of culture as a reified fixed configuration of 
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values, but rather a policy which absorbs critical conside-
rations in order to develop them further can provide such 
space for freedom, this following Walter Benjamin’s thought 
on critics whose task it is to uphold the interest of the public 
against the public itself.10

The experience of the times that came after the publis-
hing of Adorno’s paper show that those who administered  
culture have sometimes focused more on smoothly-running 
operations than the responsibility of the far-reaching ef-
fects.11 He observes that long before the contemporary era 
of the expansion of procedural management, administrative 
structure stopped complementing creative activity, having 
taken on the role of trend creator and decision-maker of 
‘pennies of the tax-payer’ that allow for them. The convic-
tion that whoever receives an office from god, receives ra-
tio from him as well,12 did not end together with the era in 
which Adorno wrote his remarks on administering culture. 

What kind of people should thus administer culture? 
What today is perceived as a challenge is the domination 
of administering models defined by limited periods of the 
managerial function. Staff fluctuation, understandable from 
the perspective of an effective administering and personnel 
efficiency should not, however, collide with the understan-
ding of long-term culture horizon, which points with par-
ticular emphasis to the need of such formation of cultural 
outlook of the staff administering cultural institutions, mu-
seums included.13

Literature on the subject tackling the questions of the 
qualifications that should be expected of those managing 
museums is boundless, in substantial majority written by 
people who never experienced the position of being such 
an administrator. In the paper by Stefan Komornicki and 
Tadeusz Dobrowolski, to whom the latter remark does not 
apply, we can read the textbook approach to the essen-
ce of the problem: American views on director’s qualifica-
tions bring to the fore more of the financial administrating 
skills… Some views even express that the specialist serving 
as the director does not have any objective attitude to other 
departments, supporting mainly the department of his/her 
specialty. In Europe, director’s task is different. Generally, 
the director is expected to have scholarly and aesthetical 
qualifications and specialize in the main domain of the mu-
seum. This attitude sounds perfectly rational, however the 
director with a strictly scholarly approach faced with the 
bureaucratic administration and dependence on the supe-
riors, can accomplish little for his/her institution. Thus, the 
ideal solution would be to combine the academic approach 
with a certain enterprising spirit, not refusing to take on the 
responsibility the director has versus the authority superior 
to the museum.14

The words published in 1947 remain useful also for us 
when in the discussion on models of educating directors, 
leadership categories, we are looking for the specificity of 
administering what seems non-manageable.15 Perhaps this 
specificity can be found in the conviction that there exist 
two rudiments which remind us that administering a cultu-
ral institution is an activity aimed at creating people’s atti-
tude on a society level, which firstly must assume the right 
to error and self-correction, and secondly, that museum by 
being a non-profit institution, and careful with public mo-
ney, should not make money central in its world of values. 

Legislation, namely how to give each thing 
a proper name 

Mieczysław Treter regarded museums to be scientific insti-
tutions in which thanks to the systematic arrangement of 
specimens collected in a planned and skilful manner, as well 
as properly conserved, the whole or maybe a single branch 
of human knowledge of universe nature or of man, man’s 
civilization and culture, is manifested.16 Treter, however, 
was far from formulating a model whose goal it would be 
to encompass what is hard to be encompassed, that is the 
museum universe. 

The characteristic feature of the museum landscape in 
Poland is its varied character, initiated, if we limit ourselves 
only to the experience of the past three decades, by the 1999 
reform of the local government, which meant that three quar-
ters of the museum institutions operating at the time began 
then to be administratively dependent on the local govern-
ment bodies, the phenomenon continued by the systema-
tically growing number of so-called ‘private’ museums.17  
The Polish museum landscape has been altering in harmony 
with the forecast of Krzysztof Pomian who predicted that 
small community museums will multiply, and so will collec-
tions of carriers of memories of professional, religious, ter-
ritorial, political groups, or groups connected with a sha-
red experience of war, terror, natural disaster, adding that 
these institutions have turned museums into familiar insti-
tutions, known, and understandable to substantial groups  
of the population.18 

Just like a passport does not make its owner a human be-
ing, legislation does not mark the limits of cultural activity; 
it is, however, recommendable for it to take into account 
the key and statistically verifiable challenges for the area 
that becomes the legislators’ sphere of interest. The key 
challenges facing museums in Poland over the last decades 
have included turnout increase leading to the imbalance 
in the proportion of implementing non-educational muse-
um tasks; retaining museum autonomy versus the central 
authorities’ cultural policy; or insufficient development in 
the sphere of broadly understood managing the security  
of collections and humans.   

The search for a legislative key to solve the above-men-
tioned challenges found inspiration in the discussion held 
within the International Council of Museums, ICOM, on the 
museum definition that finalized inconclusively during the 
Kyoto ICOM General Conference in September 2019. The re-
percussions of that event have tempted the author of these 
words to formulate the minimum requirements as for mu-
seum legislation whose initial reflection should be precisely 
the answer to the question on the museum definition: 

The museum universum, in the ampleness of organizatio-
nal solutions, financial and management ideas, differentia-
ted scale of their occurrence, legal and political conditions 
for their implementation, as well as socio-cultural contexts, 
thus expects a ‘minimal’ definition, search for the essence 
of ‘museum’ and ‘museality’ in the times which for different 
reasons respective of different parts of the world mark the 
world of culture and science with the imprint of usefulness. 
The ‘minimum’ should be the collections (both in their tan-
gible and intangible version) and the story about them cre-
ated with the public in mind by the people who are aware 
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of the cultural importance of their work and subjectivity of 
their addressees. I would leave defining of the ‘maximum’ 
of museum duties to the creators of respective museums 
and communities in which they live, thus keeping the faith 
in their creative powers and common sense.19 

The continuation of the reflection on the legislative di-
mension was verified by the COVID-19 pandemic during 
which procedures were created ad hoc; in their course what 
proved of crucial importance was intuitive management, 
not necessarily taught at schools and universities, flexible 
thinking of the executives; apparently, it turned out that ‘ca-
pacitating’ of the institutions in the technical meaning was 
easier than the psychosocial ‘capacitating’ of people doing 
their work in a private environment, in the synergy of duties, 
in the fear of the unknown. Managing change became a rou-
tine (the paper was written in late May/early June 2020); far 
from being definitely finished, it allowed two conclusions: 
applying managerial methods (firstly), based exclusively on 
the formal authority, did not prove effective, and (secondly) 
who proved the most important in sustaining the operation 
of the institutions (and culture understood as a system of 
shared values) were people. After all, even in far worse hi-
storical conditions than the today’s, institutions were rebuilt 
when teams of people ready to undertake unconventional 
challenges had survived.

On museum in the future 
Heading towards the conclusion, at the same time heralding 
the discussion that next year’s ‘Muzealnictwo’ Annual will 
be dedicated to, a question has to be asked whether the epi-
demic has brought about a durable change, or is it merely an 

episode we will put in parenthesis in future textbooks? The 
pandemic has proven a threat to museums in their socio-
economic role stated in Krzysztof Pomian’s forecasts; games 
with the market not always conducted with the autonomy 
of the public those frequenting museums and those running 
them. This threat thus provides the opportunity to reflect 
upon issues important for culture and its institutions, some 
of which the present paper has selectively listed. 

Bearing in mind the words of Mieczysław Treter who wro-
te that the museum organization is based, first of all, on 
a precise definition of its character, on defining museum’s 
contents and range, on a clear awareness of the goal to be 
reached and means that lead to it,20 let us remember that 
the very persistence of things amassed in museums does 
not guarantee the continuity of the existence of the com-
munity which created that matter. Lifeless objects gain life 
not with their own power, but thanks to their conscious re-
cipient visiting a museum exhibition, capable of understan-
ding meanings hidden in them.21 It should be remembered 
though, that the very making objects available to the public 
is not an exclusive raison d’être of museum institutions. The 
challenge is the restoring of the proportions between the 
function of amassing and making available, described as an 
alternative between templum or forum.

Around us the mechanism of natural phenomena opera-
tes; the corrective capacities of civilization are limited in its 
face, also as for the priorities of their application. Nature, 
corrector of human ideas, opens up opportunities for new 
ones, which also forms part of administering culture in the 
name of the persistence of its contents in forms that are 
already new. 
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